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INTRODUCTION

W

elcome to the 2nd
quarter of the New
Year Our Amazing
Subscriber!
It's the end of the rst Quarter of
the year and we are elated to
reconnect with you again this
2022 and we appreciate you
for sticking with us all through
these years, Thank you, you
wonderful patron of the
environment!
Before we delve into the plans
for the future and how we can
all join hands together to make

a better environment for
ourselves and the generations
to come, let us walk you
through our activities
throughout last year and the
far-reaching impact of these
activities which of course is
largely attributed to the
constant support we enjoy
from you dear subscriber, so
relax, enjoy and have a
fabulous time reading the very
rst edition of the Eleven Eleven
Twelve Foundation Newsletter
for 2022!
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THE PAST,
THE PRESENT
& THE FUTURE

Three years of Environmental ADVOCACY!
Three years of Environmental EDUCATION!!
Three years of Environmental AWARENESS!!!

T

WE ARE BUILDING!

T

he year 2021 was a year full
of promises, it was a year
that has the entire world in
healing mode, trying to adjust
to living with the pandemic
and guring out how to build
back better especially now
that we are inching closer to
2030.
We all know what 2030 is
right? Yes, of course, that is
the year that we hope to see

the result and impact of the 17
sustainable development
goals.
For us at EET Foundation, we
had quite an eventful 2021
and judging by the impact of
our activities which has been
highlighted below, we have
and are still contributing our
quota to ensure that we
record signicant changes by
2030.
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he Green Monday quiz, an
initiative of the Eleven
Eleven Twelve Foundation, It
is a weekly question and
answer segment that cuts
across the different elds
within the green sector with a
vision to create awareness
and encourage people to
make personal research as
regard the subject topics.
Since the inception of the
Green Monday Quiz 3 years
ago, we have been able to
increase awareness about
the major environmental ills
assailing the earth thereby
educating the education

environmental.
The third year anniversary of
this advocacy arm of the
foundation's three cardinal
point
Was targeted at youths,
professionals and all social
media followers who are
passionate about the
improvement of the
environment and actively
using their voice to amplify
the need for a sustainable
environment.
The winners of the rst edition
of the Green Monday
Special won the sum of
#10,000 each.
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2021 ACTIVITY IMPACT ACROSS AFRICA
ELEVEN . ELEVEN . TWELVE
F O U N D A T I O N

AFRICA GREEN GRANT

APPLICATON

T

he 2022 Call for
Application for the
Africa Green Grant
was open to the public in
January and closed in the
rst week of March and
we are delighted to share
with you that we have
recorded the highest
number of Applications in
the History of Africa Green
Awards!
This is quite a great way to
start the year, isn't it?
The Applications, which
was opened to eligible
youths below the age of
35 across Africa garnered
a total of 9,047
Applications. The
Applications are currently
being reviewed by

2022 AFRICA GREEN GRANT APPLICATION DATA
ELEVEN . ELEVEN . TWELVE
F O U N D A T I O N

notable examiners and
the nal ten who would
go on to make the 2022
Bootcamp Cohorts will be
selected from this
Applications.
The Bootcamp is a vital
prerequisite for the Aftica
Green Grant category of
the Africa Green Award
and it has proven to be of
immense benets to
everyone who has
passed through that
stage.
Want to nd out who
makes the cut to be a
part of this year's boot
camp?
Keep watching this space
to nd out!

Nine Thousand and Forty-Seven!!!
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IPCC CLIMATE
REPORT:
A

liveable and sustainable
future for all”. It is the very
last words of the new report from
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) that
spell out what is at stake. In short,
it is everything.
The damage from global
heating is already hitting hard.
The comprehensive IPCC
assessment, which is based on
34,000 studies, documents
“widespread and pervasive”
impacts on people and the
natural world from increasingly
frequent and intense
heatwaves, droughts, wildres,
storms and oods. Some
impacts are now irreversible.

CLIMATE CHANGE
MAKERS WORKSHOP

stakeholders championing the
climate change cause had a
successful workshop, which
was focused on raising a new
generation of climate
advocates. The workshops are
designed to build the
capacities of these youngsters
to take action and be in a
better position to demand
action from world leaders to
halt climate change and all
environmental crises. The
training was held on Friday,
18th of February at St.
Anthony's Secondary School,
Offa Road, Ilorin, Kwara State
and from these pictures, it is
visible that these students are
well on their way to becoming
champions
of the
environment.

Did you catch a glimpse of the
Climate Change Makers
Workshop spearheaded by
Idowu Adekunle, the EETF Kwara
State representative in
collaboration with other
06
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healthy living for humans
b e c a u s e t h e
preservation of wildlife
and where they live is
important for human
health.
Here are some of the Key
Benets of our Wildlife
✅ They helps in
maintaining the oxygen
level as there are many

trees.
✅ They helps to maintain
the food chain.
✅ They helps to preserve
endangered species.

WORLD

WILDLIFE DAY

W

e recognised that
wildlife is intricately
linked to the ecosystem
and that it is a driving force
in sustaining our biodiversity
thus it came as no surprise
that a specic date was set
aside to commemorate the
Wildlife and it's numerous
importance and we joined
the world to commemorate
and highlight the

importance of the rich
wildlife that abound in
Africa.
The world wildlife day was
targeted at increasing
awareness of wildlife
conservation and
protection but \most
especially to promote
wildlife protection and their
habitats which is
synonymous to promoting
08
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2022 IWD:

2022 IWD:

“Break
the
Bias”

“Break the Bias”
T

his is the slogan that rolled
off our tongues on the 8th
of March 2022 as we
celebrated this year's
International Women's Day
alongside the phenomenal
women within the
environmental sector, women
who are breaking boundaries
and women who are striving
to ensure that we all enjoy and
thrive in a sustainable society.
For the 2022 IWD, we
spotlighted the amazons who
are breaking the bias and
setting the space with the
sustainability role they play in
the environment. These
women are leading in spaces
where they are impacting the
environment with their deeds
and words which is why we
had them share their stories
alongside a bit of
encouragement to inspire

young women across the
Globe. We had the likes of Joy
Labaran (team lead for
Agribusiness Weekend
Media), Mary Nyaruai (2021
Winner of the Africa Green
Grant Award from Kenya and
the founder of Nyungu Afrika),
Ruth Ede (2021 winner of the
Green Female Award), Adele
Noudijilembaye (2021
nominee for Africa Greeen
Person Award from Chad),
Oladosu Adenike (2021
nominee for Africa Greeen
Person Award and the
founder of Ilead Climate) and
Dorcas Wakio (Climate
Activist from Kenya)
If you are yet to watch this
inspiring video, hurry now to
our YouTube page @eet
foundation!
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MARY NYARUAL
Nyungu Afrika
(2021 Africa Green
Grant Award Winner)
What is greater than witnessing
history being made?
It is being part of the history
makers like you our dear
followers and our Eco-heroes,
who are striving to make a
difference by bettering the
environment. You joined us in
making history while
spotlighting our 2021 ecoheroes so we thought it right to
share the memorable moment
our eco-heroes got a real-life
glimpse of their awards.
If you are an avid reader of our

newsletter, then you are
already familiar with our 2021
Eco-Heroes but if you are new
to the fold, then this is an
awesome opportunity for you
to watch our Eco-Heroes show
off their Award Plaques!
The 2021 Africa Green Awards
lived up to its name as the
reach of the award extends
through the major regions of
Africa when the award meets
the awardees.
Below are some of the pictures
of our 2021 Eco-Heroes!

WOLE ADEGBULE
(2021 Under 40 Green
Award Winner)

RUTH EDE
(2021 Green Female
Award Winner)

Dr Musonda
Mumba
(2021 Green
Champion
Award Winner)
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EETF ENVIRO
SPACE SERIES
EDITION 1

SAID ALLY SINDO
(2021 Africa Green
Media Award Winner)

W

e had the very rst
edition of the EETF Enviro
Space Series on the 18th of
March 2022 via Twitter space
where we had the pleasure of
hosting Adejoke Lasisi of
Planet3R and Hellena Sailas of
Arena Recyclers to
commemorate the Women's
month as well as to celebrate
the Global Recycling Day.
What you should know about
the EETF Enviro Space Series?
The EETF ENVIRO Space Series
is monthly program initiated
by the EET foundation via
twitter space and its aim is to
improve the involvement and
capacity of our audience on
all environmental related
issues affecting Africa and the
world at large.
It is also design to enhance

ADELE NOUDJILEMBAYE
(2021 Africa Green
Person Award Winner)

AKINOLA IREOLUWA GLORY
from @Saint francis catholic secondary school
(2021 Inter-school Green Essay Award Winner)
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the advocacy reach of the
foundation and as a means of
educating our diverse
audience through provision of
practical knowledge and
solutions for the arrays of
human, environmental and
climatic challenges that we
face in this age and the rst
edition where we examined
the link between Gender &
Recycling was impactful and
all round interesting.
To keep up with this
enlightening program, make
sure you follow us across all our
social media platforms so you
do not miss out on a great
opportunity to arm yourself
with the much-needed
knowledge of the
environment.
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Our Strategy Advocacy, Research and Empowerment

International Women’s Day
Green
Hang Outs
World
Environment
Day

Partnership
for the Goals
ELEVEN. ELEVEN. TWELVE
F O U N D A T I O N

Africa
Green Grant
Boot Camp

Green
Webinar
Series

COMMITMENT

Continuation
of Briquettes &
Composting
Projects

Climate
Actions

Africa
Green
Awards

World
Clean-Up
Day

Project Eco Bags
Let us make it another memorable year for the planet and the future
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MAKE HISTORY WITH US
(TIPS ON HOW YOU CAN IMPACT THE ENVIRONMENT)
We love and care for the environment and if you are reading this, we know
you do too so why not join hands with us and let us take this bold step of
rebuilding a greater Africa together?
Here are ve simple steps you need to take to be a part of our journey and
make history with us!
-Follow us on all of our social media platform @eet_foundation
-Share our posts with your family and friends
-Attend our events both physical and online
-Support our cause by engaging our posts and you might even win a token
on our Green Monday Revamp
-Send us your feedback! Yes, you can send us a feedback by shooting us a
mail via enquires@eetfoundation.org
Together, through Advocacv, Research and Empowerment, we will build a
thriving and sustainable Africa!

